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Hi Lori,
 
It was great talking with you, we are in challenging times with the Coronavirus and  schools having to
feed kids via curb side feedings and school bus route feedings, We know this is a very difficult times
and we want to be sure that we are doing everything we can to help when it comes to the need of
the milk.
 
To help us give you the best possible service we can, we are going to need your help, with the built
points below.
We have to make sure our raw milk is coming in on time as cartons and to make sure that we have
transport drivers that can bring the milk down to the Valley from Austin. With that said, we ask the
following to help:

We need to know 48 hours prior of your delivery day of the quantity of milk you will be
needing.
We are only offering 1% white and Fat free chocolate at this time, if you will be needing
Orange Juice please let us know how much, and we will ask our juice plant if they can fill the
orders.
We may not be able to make any changes to your order at the time of delivery, if you ask the
driver for more than what you had ordered, you are asking him to cut another school, the
other school could be one of your districts schools.
We know that it is difficult to project what you will be needing, same goes for us, but you
should know how many breakfasts and lunches you will be preparing which is more that we
would know.
The trucks can only hold (X) number of cases of milk, and has (X) number of stops that it will
make in a given day, what milk is loaded on that truck is according to orders.
Please note that once you give us your milk order, the milk that is delivered is yours, we will
not be able to take back any of the milk that you did not use, so please make sure you are not
over ordering, the product will have good code dates 10 days or better, you will be able to
adjust your next order that you will be placing 48 hours prior of delivery date. we will replace
any leakers.
We want to make sure you have all you need, we need your help to make this possible

 
Thanks in advance for all your help and cooperation.
 
Best Regards,
 
Vince Varjabedian
Key Account Manager - Central Texas Zone
Borden – The most service-oriented dairy company
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